
 

ARCHITECTS, DESIGN PROFESSIONALS, AND THEIR INSURERS BEWARE: THERE’S 
MORE TO GREEN BUILDING RISK THAN MEETS THE EYE. 

 
By Sean P. Dwyer 
 
Not too long ago, the concept of the “green” building was dismissed as impractical—something 
that might be good for nature’s climate but not necessarily for the business climate. To those in 
the business world, the word “green” itself invoked the “hippie” image of tie-dyed T-shirts, wind 
chimes and beads. But that mindset has changed: green building has firmly established itself as 
the new frontier in the construction industry.  
 
Green liability risks are important but largely unexplored. Because of the added design 
parameters of a green building project, parties to the construction process—owner, contractor 
and, most particularly, design professionals—face potential risk in ways that would not ordinarily 
be encountered in conventional projects. For this reason, it is critical for the design team and 
stakeholders to discuss the fair allocation and management of construction liability. 
 
One traditional strategy borrowed from conventional construction projects for minimizing risk in a 
green construction project is insurance and the utilization of hold harmless agreements in the 
construction contract. As a form of indemnification, insurance shifts risk from one party to 
another. As a result, insurers assume liability in the event of a loss, but, in order to do so, the 
claimed loss must fall within the coverage protections afforded by the applicable insurance policy.  
 
Within the green building context, however, standard insurance policy exclusions can raise 
difficult questions. While a contractor or owner may be able to secure coverage protection for an 
agreement of this nature under builder’s risk insurance or a bonding process, an architect’s 
professional liability policy may not necessarily cover the new contractual risks emerging in green 
building. 
 
Design professionals traditionally render specialized services that do not invoke control of the 
manner and method of construction. Their duty lies in providing competent professional service in 
a non-negligent manner. They are generally not required to indemnify damages created by third 
parties. Moreover, design or architectural services are not products subject to guarantees or 
warranties. Simply put, there is no legal obligation on the design professional’s part to guarantee 
performance. 
 
Thus, because of the added factors of green certification, supplemental costs and novelty of 
method, in green building projects there may be a temptation for the owner to require a guarantee 
from the design professional that far exceeds any duty under law or under a professional liability 
policy. A typical professional liability insurance policy provides payment for all sums, in excess of 
the deductible, for which an architect becomes legally obligated to pay as damages and claims 
expenses as a result of an act, error or omission (negligence) in the performance of their 
professional services. The professional liability policy is unique, specialized and carefully tailored 
to remain within the limits of the design professional’s obligations under the law—nothing more, 
nothing less. 
 
All professional liability insurance policies on the market today contain similar exclusion 
provisions with wording to the effect that “the insurance does not apply to liability assumed by the 
professional under any contract unless the professional would have been liable in the absence of 
such contract, due to his or her own error, omission or negligent act.” In other words, if the design 
professional, by contract, assumes the risk of another, and liability is incurred, the insurer is 
excused from the requirement for coverage. This provision specifically makes all but the 
narrowest of indemnification clauses effectively uninsurable. 
 
More specifically, in regard to guarantees, a second provision similarly found contains wording 
that excludes “express warranties or guarantees.” The intent is clear and unmistakable, and is 
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again derived by exposure that the professional assumes by contract, which is in excess of what 
is required by law. 
 
Therefore, in drafting indemnification and hold harmless agreements in green building contracts, 
a careful line must be drawn between what can be legally enforced and insured and what 
effectively may amount to an empty promise. Indemnification and guarantee provisions in a 
professional services agreement between an owner and design professional must be drafted with 
a sense of balance and must protect the insurability of the green project. Design professionals 
should ensure that language in green building contracts for professional services clearly indicates 
that the signing of documents to obtain green certification is solely for the satisfaction of the 
particular rating system used on the project and does not constitute any warranty or guarantee on 
behalf of the design professional. 
 
Construction documents that allocate risk within the green building setting should “think outside 
the box” and not just follow the route covered by conventional indemnification clauses. Contract 
documents should anticipate potential liability scenarios that may take shape at each phase of the 
process. Some scenarios, like the failure to achieve green building certification, are self evident. 
Others, however, may require careful foresight to identify and consider. The following issues 
should always be entertained by the design professional when making determinations on the 
allocation of risk within the construction document: 

 

• Is the design team making guarantees that exceed the professional standard of care 
or professional liability coverage protections? 

 

• Are there novel design aspects to the construction which are untested or may create 
unique liability exposure if improperly manufactured, installed, or found to be 
defective?  

 

• Are there design methods that will be utilized that may be proprietary or subject to 
intellectual property protection? Along these same lines, will the design professional 
be exposed to confidential business information that may invoke added fiduciary 
duties?  

 

• Are there design methods or materials or unusual construction procedures that may 
create a delay in the performance schedule? 

 

• Are there potential revisions or changes to existing green building standards 
underway that may adversely affect the construction process or the professional 
standard of care after work commences? 

 

• Will the contract documents encompass the entire universe of conditions and 
obligations among all principal players or will there be a group of contracts between 
parties depending on their relationship? Will the contract documents incorporate by 
reference other agreements or specifications that each party 
may not have necessarily negotiated? 

 

• Do the contract documents create unintended vicarious liability for the design 
professional? 

 

• Do the contract documents call for specific products and construction methods that 
will require the design professional to exercise due diligence to research and verify?  

 

• Do the contract documents provide a method for resolving disputes in a competent 
forum, i.e. arbitration, mediation, and utilizing objective neutrals that are skilled and 
knowledgeable in the green building field? 
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These questions mark only the beginning of the analysis. In all, design professionals and their 
insurers are well advised to be vigilant in assessing the potential risks and coverage issues raised 
by any green building project. As the green building industry grows, the need for architects and 
carriers to develop a proactive risk management strategy will also grow. Failing to do so may 
result in adverse consequences.  
 
Sean P. Dwyer is an LEED ® Accredited Professional. 
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